
 
 

 

Project 'Play project/workshops for young musicians' is based on a concept of sharing both the 
musical exchange with national and European bands and the information exchange between 
'experts' and 'beginners’' from music world and then sharing experiences and confronting them 
with different reality which enable the emergence of protagonists and increasing the quality of 
artistic performance. The project intends to contact all independent bands from territory of Mantova 
in order to create a net of development. Those bands which have already gained some musical 
maturity can participate in the selection of groups which are going to take part in the musical 
exchange with other italian and european bands. Recently created groups of young musicians 
between 13 and 25 years old can participate in workshops, focused on increasing their artistic 
capacity, organised by Sportello Giovani del Comune di Mantova and Sinergo in new multimedia 
space of SANTAGNESE10. Youth with handicaps from Cooperativa Sinergo, volunteers from 
Circolo Arcitom and the staff of Sportello Giovani are going to revive the planning of participation in 
relation to spreading and promoting the project and planning of rescuing the space of 2PINI for the 
closing event.   

 

Three main goals of the project 

 

GOAL 1  SUPPORT - creating occasions for promoting Italian musicians abroad and in Italy 
through mechanism of exchange with independent European bands and creating a 
net of contacts with bands and public locals. 

GOAL 2  WORKSHOPS - activate 2 workshops focused on recently created  bands of 
young musicians between 13 and 25 years old to encourage their technical 
development and acquisition of the competence of using new, music technologies.  

GOAL 3 NEW SPACES - restore one public place thanks to the music and using it for the 
closing event ( on-line concerts of European locals which hosted Italian bands) 

 

ACTIVITIES 

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES 

Project Play, beginning in Mantova, creates a net of exchanging music experiences in the national 
and international field. Arci Mantova and the society of Arci Tom are going to 
select 6 young and active bands from Mantova which have reached certain level of 
professionalism and experiance to take part in the music exchange with at least 6 
realities/associates (circle, club, festival) on international level and at least 6 on  
italian level. Each band will have the opportunity to represent themselves  in 
different situations in Italy and abroad. Exchange will appear when 
associates/realities participating in project will send the band from their city to 
represent themselves in front of Arci Tom circle.  Hosting associates/realities 



(circle, club, festival) in Italy and abroad will undertake to pay the agreed cachet in 
order to support 'professionalization of the band'. Each band will make a 
documentation of the exchange experience with audio/video materials which can 
be attached at the project's website. Young musicians who are going to participate 
in workshops and the selected bands will have the opportunity to get more 
experiance by assiting in the most important fases characteristic of live production 
(press conferences, sound-check, live check-out). This project will be visible at the 
national level by collaborating with an important reality as AUDIOCOOP 
(association of independent Italian records), will be presented at MEI 2010 
(Meeting of Independent labels), exposition of independent music, most important 
at Italian level, with more than 30.000 visitors each year and 400 artists on 26-27-
28 November in Faenza.  

 

WORKSHOPS 

There will be two workshops run by Coop Soc. Sinergo and Alce Nero dedicated to recently 
created bands of young musicians between 13 and 25 years old, from January 
until September 2011.  

 

AUDIO/VIDEO WORKSHOP :The main goal of this workshop will be rendering music bands 
more autonomy in the filed of making video-clips. It will be focused on technical 
competences of editing video in specific modules: from image techniques and 
management of sound to using editing programs.  

  

GROUP MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP: This workshop will concentrate on facilitating transition 
from 'a group of people playing side by side' to 'a team who can promote 
themselves within territory'. Participants will receive training in effective 
communication skills, knowledge of requirements of SIAE and EMPALS as well as 
in techniques of improving management of group in order to present themselves in 
a more professional and adequate way.  

 

RECOVERY OF URBAN SPACE 

One of the main goals of the project is the restoration of some public spaces thanks to the music 
and using it for the closing event ( on-line concerts between european locals which 
hosted italian bands). 

The Communinty of Mantova will prepare and recover one neglected urban space to transform it 
into a space of entertainment and meetings through music.  The first event hosted 
in this space will be the closing event of the project: a multimedia concert with links 
to the European locals where they performed the Italian bands. 

In order to achieve the main goal such activities as cleaning and restoring sport space will take 
place in district 2Pini or in a part production of some entertainment events for 
young people with the construction of spaces for skateboarding and urban graffiti 
and breakdance.  

 

MUNICIPALITY OF MANTOVA/SPORTELLO GIOVANI  



The Youth Policy of the Community is caring through activities of Centro di Aggregazione Giovanile 
of Lunetta and Sportello Giovani handled by Soc. Coop. Sociale Alce Nero.   

 

The service (Via Santagnese, 10)  is open for young people from 14 to 35 years and provides 
expert operators that support and accompany young people in creating personal 
and group courses. Information released by the service is concerned with the 
following areas: Work (first orientation, offers, help with creating CV), Trainings 
(training opportunities and educational guidance), Leisure (competitions and 
cultural events), Foreign (volunteer opportunities and associations, participation in 
the voluntary scheme of Mantova Volunteer Service Center). Sportello Giovani has 
a Facebook account through which it promotes special projects and youth activities 
and also, for many years, creates a network of relationships with the bands of the 
territory which have previously helped organizing cultural events.  

 

ARCI MANTOVA 

Arci Mantova, which has 50 clubs and over 13,000 members, is committed to promoting culture 
through social projects, initiatives and services for immigrants. The widespread 
presence in the province demonstrates the close relationship between association 
and the community, with the aim of making more righteous  promotion of socio-
cultural reality and widespread education.  

 

CLUB ARCITOM 

The idea of Arci Tom (Il Centro Culturale Giovanile delle Idee di Arci) was born in 2003, as an 
implement of realizing the idea of culture, youth gathering and testing Arci world 
with its main objective: trying to make Mantova a different city: more original and 
able to give young people new cultural activities, music, theatre and cinema 
production of good quality. The Centre is managed by young volunteers and offers 
courses, theater workshops, concerts, dj sets, exhibitions, debates and social 
projects. Since 2009, the club possesses Sala1, a comfortable practice room and a 
professional recording studio, designed with perfect acoustics offering services of 
high quality audio: testing, live recording, making CD or demo to meet creative 
needs of bands and providing young musicians with the structures and the right 
tools to promote their talent. 

 

SINERGO soc. Coop. Sociale Onlus 

With residence in Mantova, via Alfieri 10, it is ruled and governed by the principles of mutuality and 
solidarity, with no space for private speculations. The main objective of Sinergo, 
addressed to the general welfare of the community, is promotion and social 
integration of citizens through the management of health services, education and 
training, designed with absolute attention to the moral, cultural and professional 
qualification of any person. Sinergo offers consulting services, psychological 
support, psychotherapy, family interventions and related to Forensic Psychology 
(juvenile law with powers relating to the activities of mediation, civil, criminal and 
non-judicial), school psychology, intercultural mediation activities, psycho- 
prevention and promotion of social welfare.  

Sinergo works with a group of "disadvantaged" young people who throughout their history have 
lost ground, getting left behind in comparison to other peers. The reasons can be 



different, but are mainly due to their biographical career, co-built with all other 
subjects interacting around them. This inevitably led to a 
characterization/standardization of their role in the area. This group of young 
people, with the support of social workers, was able gradually to gain ground and 
"go forward", starting to look beyond and wishing to change the idea that the 
territory proposes of them. 

 

COOP. SOC. ALCE NERO onlus 

 

Alce Nero Società Cooperativa Sociale Onlus was founded in Mantova in 1981: nowadays we can 
count on more than 80 employees, 10 collaborators and 55 company members. 
Every year we reach around 2000 families through our services.  

The cooperative offers leisure time and non formal education activities, training and 
orientation, services for the school and the territory (after school programmes, 
workshops, educational support, cultural events), and mobilty and volunteering 
experiences abroad. Our target groups are children, adolescents, young people 
 and families. Our staff is composed by youth leaders and educators, psychologists 
and psychotherapists, social assistants, theatre and music experts and social 
workers. Thanks to our activities we have gained credit as a subject rich 
with experience, deep-rooted in our territory, able to collaborate and interact with 
other bodies, innovative and creative, open to people's needs and flexible in our 
responses, promoting the culture of solidarity and individual and social 
improvement.  

Since 2009 Alce Nero has been managing the "Sportello Giovani" (Youth desk) on behalf of 
Mantova Municipality. In that office we run information activities for young people 
and put into practice the Municipality youth policies, being not only an information 
point but also providing training or education services according to the following 
guidelines:  link with the territory, networking, international dimension and 
innovation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


